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IN TE COURT OF SUB.DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE (M), SADIYA, CHAPAKHOWA

PRESENT: SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, LL.M., AJS
. SDJM(M), SADIYA, CHAPAKHOWA

Date of Judgmentt 221O3I22
- :-

G.R. No. 14l2021

PRC Case no. 55/21

(Sadiya P.S. case no. 09/21 uls.279l3O4-A IPC)

PROSECUTTON SrDE/
COMPLAINANT

REPRESNTED BY

DEFENCE SIDE/ ACCUSED

REPRESNTED BY

STATE OF ASSAM

MRS. S. KAR LEARNED. A.P.P

LAKHENDRA GOGOr (A1)
AGED.42 YEARS
s/oi DTNANATH GOGOr
VILL:- NIZARAPAR
P.S. SADIYA, DIST. TINSUKTA

MR. M. BURAGOHAIN, LEARNED
DEFENCE ADVOCATE
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APPENDIX-13

Accused Details:

Date of offence 06loLl2t

Date of FIR 09lotl2L

Date of Charge sheet 24lO2l2L

Date of Framing of Charges L4lL2l2L

Date of Commencement of evidence 221O2122

Date on which judgment is reserved 22103122

Date of ludgment 22103122

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any

Rank
of the
Accus

ed

Name of
Accused

Date of
Arrest

Date
Release
on Bail

Offences
charged

with

Whether
Acquitted

or
Convicted

Sentence
Imposed

Period of
Detention
Undergone

during
Trial for

purpose of
Sec.428
Cr.P.C.

(A1)
LAKHENDRA
GOGOr (A1) NIL NIL 279 I 3O4

-A IPC
ACQUITT

ED
NIL NIL

\
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2.

JUDGMENT

1. In this case accused Lakhendra Gogoi is facing the trial for the case file by the

informant Prodip Chiring uls.279l 304(4) IPC.

The genesis of this criminal trial traced back to a first information statement or

ejahar dated 09l0tl2l lodged by informant wherein it was stated, inter alia, that

on 0610U21 at about 6 p.m. at Lakhimpuria Gaon the victim Luku Chiring was

walking towards and at that time the accused under the influence of alcohol hit

him from behind by driving vehicle no, AS 23 X 0570. As a result he died on the

spot. Later on, this ca'se was filed by the informant.

On receipt of the FIR, the O/C of Sadiya Police Station registered a case bearing

Sadiya Police Station Case No. 091202L under section 2791304(A) IPC. The case

was investigated by S.L Bhaskarjyoti Choudhury and after completing the

investigation she submitted charge sheet against the accused under Sections

27e1304(A) rPC.

After the charge sheet was filed the case was made over to the file of this court.

Accordingly after taking cognizance summons was issued to the accused. On

receipt of summons the accused appeared before the Court and he was enlarged

on bail. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the other accused

persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing the learned counsels, the

particulars of the accusations u|s.2791304(A) IPC IPC were read over & explained

to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

In support of the case, prosecution examined two witnesses. On finding sufficient

material the statement of the accused is recorded u/s.313 CrPC and same are of

total denial. Defence also declined to adduce evidence. Heard the argument put

forwarded by the learned counsels for both the sides as well as gone through the

evidences available on record.

6. Points for determination.

Whether on 06/01/21, at about 6 30 a.m., the accused drove the vehicle AS 23

X 0570 on a public way in a rash and negligent manner causing hurt by act
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8.

endangering life or personal safety of the victim Luku Chiring and thereby

committed an offence punishable u/s 279 IPC ?

Whether on the same date and time, the accused caused death of Luku Chiring

by driving the offending vehlcle in rash and negligent manner not amounting to

culpable homicide and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 30a6)
IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

PW-1 Pradip Chiring..deposed that he was the informant of this case and he knew

the accused, The incident occurred around on 0610U21. He deposed that on the

date of incident in the evening hour the accused hit him from behind with his four

wheeler vehicle as a result his brother expired. Later he filed this case. Ext.P.1

was the ejahar and Ext.Pl(1) was his signature. During her cross examination he

admitted that he had not seen the accident. H said stated that he did not want to

proceed in this case and he also said he had no objection if the accused is

acquitted. Similarly PW.2 Udoyananda Chiring deposed that he heard that his

uncle was returning home and then accused hit him from behind and then his

uncle expired on the spot. During cross examination he admitted that he did not

see the incident.

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES

Since the accused is facing the trial u|s.2791304(A) IPC, it is the responsibility of

the prosecution side to establish the fact that the accused did the act of riding or

driving in a rash and negligent manner endangering the safety of the victim or

death of the victim. Here in this case it is alleged that as a result of the accident

the victim had sustained serious injuries and later he succumbed to the same

while undergoing the treatments. Now to substantiate the accusations u/s.

2791304-A IPC the prosecution examined two witnesses.

Now for appreciation of testimonies on record I have once again perused the case

record. Now coming to the other testimonies on record, none of the witnesses

had seen the accused committing the offence. The Pw.1 being the informant said

that he had no objection if the accused is acquitted which shows that the



prosecution side is not interested in the case and the informant herself shows the

reluctance in this regard. In the testimonies the witnesses claimed that the

accused was under the influence of alcohol but there is not a single document is

available in the record showing that the accused driving the vehicle under the

influence of alcohol. Further both PW.1 and Pw/2 had given hearsay evidence in

this case and this it is apparent then they would not know if the vehicle was

being driven in rash or negligent manner. Hence in my opinion the element of

rash and negligent driving is not established in this case against the accused

person.

10. Hence from the aboVe discussion it appears to me that the prosecution evidences

are not sufficient to hold the accused as guilty u1s.2791304-A IPC.

11. From the discussion made above, this Court is of the opinion that, the

Prosecution has failed to establish its case against the accused, beyond all

reasonable doubts. As such, this court held that the accused is found not guilty of

the accusations against him and is hereby acquitted and set at liberty forthwith.

12. Bail bond of the accused is extended for another six months as per Section 437-A

of Cr.P.C.

13. The zimma is made absolute.

14. Given under my hand & seal of this Court and dellvered in the open Court on this

22nd day of March 2022 at Chapakhowa, Sadiya.,Saotya.M

(SANGTTA HALOr)
suB- DrvrsroNAL JUDTCTAL MAGTSTRATE (M)

cHAPAKtlgEr&S0DI-H
J urdicial Magigtrate(M ),
Sady1 Chry*hoara
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APPENDIX-14

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT WITNESSES

A. Prosecution:

Witnesses, If any:

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/"COU RT EXHIBITS
A, Prosecution:

RANK NAME

Prodip Chiring
Udayananda Chirinq

I NATUREOFm
(!YE]ruITNESS, POLICE WJTNESS, EXPERT

WITNESS, MEDICAL WIiNESS, PANCH
_ __wl

__lNl=oRMANT
INDEPENDENT WTTN

PW1

PW2
ts. Defrence

(EYE-WITN ESS, POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT
WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH

NATURE OF EVIDEN'E

\/V_IINESS.ATUE R wrrN ESS

C. Couft Witnesses, If any:

NATURE OF EVIDEN'E
(EYEJVTTNESS, POLICE WITNESS,EXPERT

WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WryryEs-E -QTH ER WITN ESS)

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Numbei Description

FIR
1 1

B. Defence:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number Description

nilnil
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D. Material Object:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number Description
idq,i

nil nil
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